tiny feet from becoming too hot. And the back-andforth movements of the crabs kept their heavy claws
from sinking into the water-soaked sand, as the
waves crashed upon the beach. Up above in the blue
sky, seagulls could be heard calling for food and for
each other.
The laughter of so many children also floated over
the ocean sands, and the day seemed to endlessly
follow each new moment in the sun, accompanied by
the sounds of the watery waves.
Not too far off, especially if you looked directly
into the dancing surf, you could make out the silky
silhouettes of dolphins surfing incoming waves along
the ocean shore. A little boy, who was holding his
mother’s hand, pointed to the shimmering images not
too far off in the distance.
“Mommy, what are those?” he asked, quite curious.
Mother looked out into the ocean, and with a smile,
said, “Why, they are dolphins.”
“Dolphins,” thought the little boy, as he spoke out
loud. He continued to watch how they leaped in and
out of the water with joy and playfulness.

Seashells were gathered in a bag, and Father soon
joined them on the surf’s edge. “What a delightful
day,” said Father, “a full day. Let’s pack up our blankets
and head back home.” The little boy, while holding
both his parents’ hands and being lifted up and down
into the cool, blue, ocean water, laughed and giggled.
And, as his parents drove him back home, just
before falling asleep, the little boy thought of all the
wonderful sights he had seen on his first day at the
beach with his family. Smiling and recalling all the
encounters a day at the beach can bring, he thought
that the world was full and wonderful!

•

Leslie Wetzonis Woolverton has been co-lead
teacher for Nursery and Parent-Child classes at Acorn
Hill. Also with a background in interior design,
she loves to work with plant-dyed textiles. She is a
member of the WECAN IDEA committee, working
to affirm and create diversity in our classrooms.
These two stories are examples of diversity stories
she is creating for a seasonal treasury.

Birthday Story for Martin Luther King
Jessica Oswald
Once there was a big angel and a little angel. The little
angel helped the big angel as they worked in heaven.
They would float from the sun to the moon to the
stars, always helping. The little angel’s favorite work
was to mine for jewels in heaven. The little angel loved
the shiny red, blue, green and yellow jewels and how
they sparkled.
Sometimes, while the little angel was working in
heaven he would peer through the clouds and see the
earth. He saw many beautiful things: big mountains,
sparkling rivers, tall trees, children playing. These
sights made him happy. But he also saw some things
that made him sad and mad. He saw grown ups who
were not being good and true in their hearts. They were
being unkind and not making fair rules for everyone.
The little angel said, “I want to work on the earth.”
“Yes,” replied the big angel. “It is time for you to go
there. You have very important work to do on the
earth. I want you to know it will not be easy for you
there. The wind will blow hard and it will sometimes

be very cold.
“The jewels you found in heaven will help you
in your work on earth. The red jewel will bring you
courage to face all of the challenges you will have
on earth. The blue will bring the love needed to help
others listen and find strength. The green will bring
patience so you never give up, and the yellow will bring
joy and happiness. All of these things you have inside
of you, but the jewels will be a reminder of what you
already have.”
So the little angel took the jewels and then prepared
for his journey down the rainbow bridge to earth. He
went to the top of the rainbow bridge and looked in
each treasure chest. In the first the angel picked earth
skin. There were so many beautiful colors to choose
from. Some were dark, as dark as walnut, others lighter
like maple, or peach. Some honey, some amber, others
deep, rich red like the earth. This little angel chose
the color of a black walnut. Then, in the next treasure
chest the angel chose hair. Just like the first treasure
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chest, there were many beautiful colors and styles.
There were as many colors as in the first chest. Some
as white as the white birch, others as dark as the night.
Some straight, some curly, others thick or wavy. This
angel chose thick, curly hair as dark as the night sky.
Next, the little angel opened the third chest and picked
just the right color eyes for himself. They were a rich
brown and from the last treasure chest the little angel
picked a voice that was deep and wise.
And so it was time for the little angel to say goodbye
to his big angel. He slid down the rainbow bridge. And
there a mother and father were waiting for him. The
mother and father were overjoyed that a child had
come. They could not decide what to call him, but the
angel whispered into their ears and said, “You shall
call him Martin Luther King, Jr. For he will be a good
king to the people.”
Today we celebrate the birthday of this very
important man. Even though he is no longer on the
earth, we still remember all the good deeds he did.

He was brave and strong and true. He said all
people must be treated fairly and with respect no
matter what color skin they chose to come to the
earth with.
And we still remember Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. because our work in making this world a better
place is not done. We still have to remind people that
everyone must be treated kindly, fairly, and with love.
And, do you know, each of us has gems that sparkle
inside of us? Red for courage, blue for love, green for
patience, and yellow for joy and happiness so we can
do good work for everyone.

•

Starting as a parent 16 years ago, Jessica Oswald
has worked in Early Childhood in different capacities
for the last 9 years at Green Meadow Waldorf
School. Currently she is the Forest Preschool teacher
and chair of the EC section at Green Meadow. She
grew up in Brooklyn, NY and has somehow found
herself spending her days with a wonderful group of
children in the forest.

Honoring Dr. Martin Luther King
Through Our Daily Kindergarten Life
Laura Esposito
The following is a short excerpt from a bi-weekly news email to class parents that describes how Dr. King is remembered
and honored through deeds as well as words in our culture of caring.
Dear Parents,
As we reflect on Martin Luther King Jr. and the
events of this year, I’m reminded of King’s words that
everybody can be great because everybody can serve
in some little way, regardless of age, ability, or other
differences. From early childhood through the grades,
it is woven into our curriculum for children to develop
their unique character and qualities, to let their light
shine, and to encourage others to shine with them.
King’s beliefs are living day to day in the kindergarten
from: “All are welcome to play”; asking if a friend
is okay when they have fallen; giving and caring
selflessly for plants, animals, classmates, and family;
encouraging a friend to “Be brave!” when things are
hard. The children learn by example, which is why
it’s so important for us, as the adults in the world, to
always be striving to be worthy of imitation.

•
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“An individual has not started living until
he can rise above the narrow conﬁnes of
his individualistic concerns to the broader
concerns of all humanity.”
~ Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Laura Esposito is lead teacher of a mixed-aged
kindergarten class at the Kimberton Waldorf School.
Her bi-weekly parent newsletters give families an
intimate peek into the classroom in these times when
access for parents is restricted. Vignettes offer parents
insight into how the curriculum is supporting their
children’s development in body, soul, and spirit.

